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Message from Oikocredit
Oikocredit is very proud to work with ASKI in producing this timely and practical guide to
helping MFIs plan to cope with natural disasters; while written from the perspective of
operating in the Philippines, we believe it has worldwide application in terms of business
continuity planning, advance planning to manage events, and recovery planning when
major events occur.
Because there is sadly no doubt that events will occur, as a result of changing climate
conditions and other issues affecting the world we live in – tsunamis, earthquakes, droughts,
floods and major storms are becoming more frequent and will likely continue to do so, as
we see daily in our worldwide work with MFIs and small farmers. This guide can only ever
be a small contribution to help people learn preparedness. Preparedness cannot mean
prevention, but it can allow for rapid and practical responses to mitigate the effects of
natural disasters when they strike our communities.
Oikocredit’s stakeholders have always worked for better social conditions for people around
the world, and we strive daily to measure and improve social outcomes – increasingly these
also involve a strengthening sense of environmental governance, as the effects of climate
change are seen on those least able to accommodate them, the small farmer communities
and villages around the world. As global citizens, if we are to help people to adapt, to
reduce rural depopulation with all its consequences and continue to promote balance
between urban, peri-urban and farming communities, we must all play our parts. Building
the structures for MFI’s, cooperatives, and smallholder groups to be able to cope, react,
and recover in such situations is an important part of giving people the belief, resilience
and confidence which makes such a difference, as we have seen in the Philippines in the
response to typhoon Yolanda a few years ago, and other more recent events.
This guidebook is a significant step in that direction, and it is one in which we believe
strongly. The more we can do to help people and communities be prepared, the more they
will be able to control their destinies and the dignity of the lives to which we all aspire.
George David Woods
Managing Director
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Message from ASKI
For more than 29 years, Alalay Sa Kaunlaran, Inc. (ASKI) has been serving poorest communities not
only on their financial needs but also in their social, cultural and spiritual development. As a social
development organization, it affirms one of the significant role - building resilient communities.
In putting such role, major activities were initiated like promotions to care about the issue of
climate change, the establishment of adaptive strategies that would reduce the impacts both
to clients and organization, and the extension of various support to poor families and sectors
making them ready to respond to climate change.
In September 2009 when typhoon Ondoy (international name: Ketsana) caused massive flooding
in Metro Manila and the provinces of Bulacan, Pampanga, Laguna; and the typhoon Pepeng
(international name: Parma) hit Northern Luzon triggering floods and landslides, ASKI took the
critical task and challenge of becoming an assertive agency for affected families and communities.
Communicating disaster risk reduction and management (DRRM) to vulnerable clients, groups
and barangays in our areas of operations were arranged, organized and implemented. The major
objectives include reducing client’s and communities’ vulnerability to the impact of changing
climate; increasing their capacity to withstand climate variability; and, increasing their adaptive
capacities to extreme climatic events.
We know that our initiatives are not enough. ASKI then keeps it commitment and opens its heart of
becoming a channel or agent of change. We envision that in the coming months and year, our staff
and clients together with the whole community we work with will go beyond being a “disaster
survivor or a victim” but as an “assertive individual, sector or institution”.
We believe we can best achieve our goal through continuing interactions with communities;
collaboration and networking with local and international experts and passionate agencies; and,
ultimately, if we continue the role of microfinance and community development towards sustainable
well-being and resilient communities.
Indeed, it is a great privilege for us to be a partner in developing the Guidebook on DRR and
Business Continuity Planning. We are hoping that this will guide and inspire fellow MFIs to work
on the continuing challenge of building institutional capacity and the confidence to face future
disasters and make the best decisions, plans and innovative interventions.
Mr Rolando B. Victoria
ASKI, Executive Director
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Rationale
In 2014, Oikocredit focused its global
environmental policy on Principle IV:
Natural Disaster Management, which
read: “We contribute to an increased
level of disaster preparedness of our
project partners to meet recent and
future challenges as a consequence of
climate change.”
Following this, the Steering Group of
the Environmental Project decided
to focus on risk and resiliency. The
Philippines was chosen as pilot country
given that its geographical location and
geological characteristics contribute to
the frequency and intensity of natural
hazards (CDRC, 1996). The country lies
along the Pacific Ring of Fire and the
world’s busiest typhoon belt. As a
result, it is prone to both geological
hazards (e.g. earthquake, volcanic
eruption) and hydro-meteorological
hazards (e.g. typhoon, flood).
The pilot project entitled, Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management
(DRRM) Capacity Building Support
to Oikocredit Partners in Southeast

“We contribute to an increased level of
disaster preparedness of our project
partners to meet recent and future
challenges as a consequence of climate
change.”
Principle IV: Natural Disaster Management

Asia, was implemented by Oikocredit
in the Philippines with the objective
of contributing to resiliency of
microfinance institutions (MFIs) given
the environmental risks that they
face. The project activities were then
rolled out with selected MFIs in the
Philippines and Cambodia and two
partners in Indonesia and Vietnam.
Many MFIs currently operate in
hazard-prone areas, while climate
change exacerbates the risk and
exposure of MFIs to disasters. MFIs
need to protect their personnel,
borrowers, assets and the business
in times of emergencies. Likewise,
MFIs need to ensure operations will
continue immediately after a disaster.
Although MFIs have experienced
different disasters before, MFIs are
still largely reactive in their approach
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to disasters. Mandates, protocol and structures
on DRRM and business continuity remain unclear.
Some MFIs have drafted policies in relation to
the risks they face. Each business unit may have
its own plans, but these are not harmonized and
consolidated. In addition, only a few members
of management and staff are knowledgeable on
disaster risk reduction. There is also a felt need
among MFIs for a fast, smooth and effective
communication flow within the organization, from
the head office to the branches.
If MFIs are not prepared for future crises, their
people, clients and assets are at-risk. They
are (unconsciously) preparing for failure when
disaster strikes (APEC 2013: 3). DRRM and Business
Continuity Plans should therefore be developed.
The pilot project in the Philippines comprised
of two capacity building activities. The first part
aimed to enhance the partners’ knowledge of
DRRM concepts and to equip them with tools
to eventually create a Contingency Plan (CP).
In the second part, the partners underwent
a training-workshop on Basic Continuity
Management (BCM) to equip them with knowledge
and tools on how to craft their institution’s
Business Continuity Plan (BCP) so they would be
able to continue their business after a disaster.
Mentoring workshops were likewise offered to
selected partners to further support them in
enhancing their organization’s DRRM-BCP.

©Oikocredit and ASKI

Initially, 11 selected partner organizations in the
Philippines were chosen as participants. The
participating partners were able to develop a
Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Plan
and a Business Continuity Plan that can be
implemented cost-effectively and tailored to the
hazards within their areas of operation, unique
institutional capacities and size of operations.
A Roadmap for Disaster Resiliency was developed
by Oikocredit and its partners out of the lessons
and learnings from the series of workshops on
DRRM and BCP, as well as testing and review of
the plans. From the Roadmap, comprehensive, yet
practical steps toward DRRM and BCP were laid
down in this Guidebook.
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Using this Guidebook
The 12 Steps to Resiliency is designed to assist MFIs in improving their capacity towards
preparedness, resilience and sustainability in the face of increasing vulnerability to
disasters. The guidebook provides easy to follow and practical steps that will help the
MFIs in developing their own DRRM Plan as well as BC Plan.
The 12 Steps to Resiliency is divided into five main sections: understanding hazards, risks and impacts; disaster contingency
planning; business continuity planning; testing and implementation; and, monitoring and review. Each section contains
a step(s) toward DRRM and BC Planning. The guidebook provides templates that MFIs can easily fill-in and complete. In
following The 12 Steps to Resiliency, the MFIs can organize workshops, write-shops, and/or table-top exercises. Whichever
approach works best, MFIs are encouraged to complete their plans in a participatory manner, where top management, staff,
business units and clients are represented
Because of the diversity found in business operations, not all samples provided in the templates of this guidebook will be
applicable to all MFIs. Examples are provided in the templates as models. You may also adapt or modify the templates to
suit the business operations and nature of your MFI.

LAYOUT OF CHAPTERS
An overview of the guidebook is provided in Table 1. Each part of the guidebook contains a step toward resiliency except
part 3, which covers Steps 3 to 10.
The “Understanding hazards, risks, and disaster impacts” part aims to analyze the (a) hazards and vulnerabilities in the
areas where MFIs operate and, (b) existing capacities of MFIs and clients to cope with the hazards.
The “Disaster Risk Reduction and Management Planning” part aims to identify the MFI’s vision of DRRM capacity for the
institution and the necessary steps to achieve the vision.
The “Business Continuity Planning” part aims to identify the goals of the BCP, sections/units of the MFI where the BCP will
be introduced, and the group that will undertake the MFI-wide BCP activities.
The “Testing and implementation” part aims to execute and exercise the plans to ensure its effectiveness in achieving the
set objectives.
The “Monitoring and review” part aims provide steps on how to monitor, review, and improve the plans.
Finally, to guide the MFIs in developing their DRRM-BC Plans, 10 helpful tips are provided.

APPENDICES
At the end section of the guidebook, the definitions of the various terminologies used can be found.
Lastly, the reference materials consulted in developing the guidebook are provided.

©Oikocredit and ASKI
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Roadmap to disaster resiliency
1 Understanding
Hazards, Risks, &
Impact

5 Monitoring
& Review

?

Monitoring generates ideas about
improving the systems to continue
service delivery on time and under
difficult circumstances. Reviewing the
plan after the disaster to identify and
analyze differences between what was
thought to happen (plans) and what
actually does happen (execution).

The process involves understanding
the nature and effects of geological,
meteorological, and hydrological hazards,
and the strengths and weaknesses of the
organization to gauge its vulnerability to
calamities. The goal is to produce a risk
assessment of the organization and its
partner communities.

2 Disaster
Contingency
Planning
Figure 1:

4 Testing &
Implementation

Disaster Resiliency Roadmap
(Source: Oikocredit, 2015)

Testing: a dry-run test is made to review the
plans. This involves setting scenarios with
approximate descriptions pf possible future
realities.
Implementation: implementing the
preventive measures, preparation plans
prior to disaster; and carrying out response
actions when disaster actually occurs.
organization’s recovery plan in the
aftermath of a disaster. It projects possible
impact on the business, identifies critical
business processes and their recovery time
objectives, recovery requirements, and
strategies. Its main purpose is the survival
or preservation of the partner organization.

3 Business
Continuity
Planning

The contingency plan anticipates
hazards and outlines the
systematic measures by which the
partner will effectively respond
before, during or immediately after
a disaster. Its main objective Its
main objective is to ensure the
safety of clients and personnel
once a disaster strikes. Its main
objective is to ensure the safety
of clients and personnel once a
disaster strikes.

The Business Continuity Plan is the
organization’s recovery plan in the
aftermath of a disaster. It projects possible
impact on the business, identifies critical
business processes and their recovery
time objectives, recovery requirements,
and strategies. Its main purpose is the
survival or preservation of the partner
organization.
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As presented in Figure 1, the process of building disaster resiliency
begins with helping MFIs gain deeper understanding of the nature
of disasters and how vulnerable the organization is to these, then
preparing, dry-testing and executing DRRM and Business Continuity
Plans, and finally monitoring and reviewing these plans for gaps
and further improvement. The roadmap is a cyclical process. Plans
have to be reviewed and revised regularly according to changing
situations.
Table 1 provides the key elements of the Roadmap and the
corresponding steps, objectives and tools to use.
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1

2

3

Disaster
resiliency
roadmap

Understanding
hazards, risks,
and disaster
impacts

Disaster Risk
Reduction and
Management
Planning

Business
Continuity
Planning

Steps

Step 1: Risk
assessment

Objectives

To analyze the (a) hazards and
vulnerabilities in the areas where
MFIs operate and, (b) existing
capacities of MFIs and clients to
cope with the hazards.

To identify the goals of the BCP,
sections/units of the MFI where
the BCP will be introduced, and
the group that will undertake the
MFI-wide BCP activities.

Step 2: DRRM
planning

Step 3:
Determining
the BCP
purpose,
scope, and
team

To determine the MFI’s lifeline
product and service that should
be recovered (delivered) as the
priority when disaster strikes as
well as the duration of disruption
that is tolerable to the MFI.

To identify the MFI’s vision
of DRRM capacity for
the institution and the
necessary steps to achieve
the vision.

Step 4:
Prioritized
Activities (PA)
and Recovery
Time Objective
(RTO)

3) Seasonal Calendar

2) Hazard and Resource
Mapping

1) Disaster Timeline

Process

ٓhňʹňɏžňȌžÕƐɟȜʂɏŴƐ
Mapping

ٓ1ǓɟňɟɬƐɏèǓȇƐǵǓȌƐٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐ
1)

Tools to use

ٓ$)Ï[ɏňȇƐʣȜɏǯٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰײ

ٓÕȜǵƐɟňȌžÕƐɟɆȜȌɟǓŬǓǵǓɬǓƐɟ
of Sub-committees in
Emergency Response
(Template 6)

ٓÕȜǵƐɟňȌžÕƐɟɆȜȌɟǓŬǓǵǓɬǓƐɟ
of Committees (Template 5)

ٓ1ÕÕÏǵňȌȌǓȌƸٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰׯ

ٓ?ǵƐȇƐȌɬɟňɬځÕǓɟǯٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐ
3)

ٓÞƐňɟȜȌňǵ)ňǵƐȌžňɏ
(Template 2)
4) Elements at-Risk

1) Visioning
2) Planning
3) Organizing the DRRM
Committee

1) BCP Purpose
2) Scope
3) BCP Team

ٓpȇɆňŴɬƐʟƐǵ)ȜȇɆňɏǓɟȜȌ
Chart (Template 8)

ٓňʫǓȇʂȇèȜǵƐɏňŬǵƐÏƐɏǓȜž
of Disruption (Template 9)

ٓÏɏǓȜɏǓɬǓʹƐžŴɬǓʟǓɬǓƐɟňȌž
RTOs (Template 10)

w

Disaster
resiliency
roadmap
Objectives
To identify the internal and
external resources that are
essential to resume the MFI’s PA
when disaster strikes.

To systematically identify risks
that may lead to catastrophes
that can threaten the MFI.

To identify pre-disaster strategies
of protection and mitigation.

To determine immediate actions
to undertake when disaster
strikes and to prevent emergency
situations from become
unmanageable.

To formulate the MFI’s BC
strategies in resuming PA within
the RTOs.

Steps

Step 5: Defining
what you need
to resume key
activities

Step 6:
Knowing
disaster
scenarios

Step 7: Do
not forget
pre-disaster
protection and
mitigation

Step 8:
Emergency
response to
disaster

Step 9: BC
strategies
to early
resumption

ٓ?ʫɬƐɏȌňǵ)ȜȌɬňŴɬǓɟɬ
(Template 18)

3) Confirmation of employee
safety

ٓ$)ÞɬɏňɬƐƸʬÏǵňȌȌǓȌƸÞǊƐƐɬ
(Template 22)

ٓ)ȜȌɬǓȌʂǓɬʬÞɬɏňɬƐƸʬ
Summary (Template 21)

ٓ1ňȇňƸƐÞʂɏʟƐʬ[Ȝɏȇ
(Template 20)

ٓÞɬȜɏňƸƐǓɟɬƶȜɏ1ǓɟňɟɬƐɏɟ
(Template 19)

ٓ?ȇƐɏƸƐȌŴʬ)ȜȌɬňŴɬǓɟɬ
(Template 17)

ٓ?ȇƐɏƸƐȌŴʬ¦ɆƐɏňɬǓȜȌ
Center (Template 16)

ٓ?ʟňŴʂňɬǓȜȌňȌžÕƐɟŴʂƐÏǵňȌ
(Template 15)

ٓÏɏȜɬƐŴɬǓȜȌňȌžǓɬǓƸňɬǓȜȌ
Measures for Key Resources
(Template 14)

ٓÕƐɟȜʂɏŴƐ1ňȇňƸƐ?ɟɬǓȇňɬƐ
Sheet (Template 13)

ٓÕǓɟǯpȇɆňŴɬňȌžǓǯƐǵǓǊȜȜž
Comparison Chart (Template
12)

ٓƐŴƐɟɟňɏʬÕƐɟȜʂɏŴƐɟ
for Prioritized Activities
(Template 11)

Tools to use

2) Setting up an emergency
operation center

1) Evacuation and rescue

Process
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4

5

Disaster
resiliency
roadmap

Testing and
implementation

Monitoring and
review

Table 1

Steps

Step 10: Be
financially
prepared

Step 11: Test
run to make
your plan
functional

Step 12:
Ongoing
review and
improvement

Disaster Resiliency Roadmap, Steps,
Objectives, and Tools

Objectives

To determine the financial
conditions of MFIs in emergency
crises.

To execute and exercise the plans
to ensure its effectiveness in
achieving the set objectives.

To monitor, review and improve
the plans.

4) Assess cash flow status

3) Summarize ordinary
expenditures

2) Estimate recovery costs

1) Check your available
funds

Process

ٓ¦ɏžǓȌňɏʬ?ʫɆƐȌžǓɬʂɏƐɟ
(Template 25)

ٓÕƐŴȜʟƐɏʬ)ȜɟɬɟٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰׯ

ٓʟňǓǵňŬǵƐ[ʂȌžɟٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰ

Tools to use

ٓ?ʫƐɏŴǓɟƐÏǵňȌٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰ׳

ٓ[ǓȌňȌŴǓňǵƐňɟʂɏƐɟٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐٰײ

ٓ[ǓȌňȌŴǓňǵÞɬňɬʂɟÞǊƐƐɬ
(Template 26)
5) Provide financial
measures
1) Organize a drill team
2) Organize participants in
the drill
3) Conduct drill orientation
and coordination
4) Develop a drill scenario
5) Prepare materials needed
for the drill
6) Conduct the drill
7) Conduct an evaluation of
the drill

ٓ$)ÏÕƐʟǓƐʣ[ȜɏȇٯèƐȇɆǵňɬƐ
29)

ٓňȌňƸƐȇƐȌɬÕƐʟǓƐʣÞǊƐƐɬ
(Template 30)
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Following this easy-to-follow yet comprehensive Roadmap to
Disaster Resiliency, you will be able to protect your MFIs' assets,
ensure safety and security of your clients and employees, and
most importantly, guarantee uninterrupted business operations
even during emergency situations.
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Part 1
Understanding
hazards, risks and
impacts

22
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To ensure continuation of business
operations even in times of emergencies,
you would need a DRRM plan, a
hazard-specific contingency plan and a
business continuity plan. However, to be
able to plan appropriately and effectively,
it is imperative to first understand and
assess the risks that may affect your
business continuity. This chapter provides
the most basic and practical knowledge
in understanding the risks, hazards and
potential impacts of disasters on your
business, assets, clients and operations.
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Two sets of information must be
prepared and analyzed for the areas
where you operate, namely:

DATA ON THE ENVIRONMENT
ٓGovernment-generated ha zard maps
showing areas that are prone to f looding ,
f lash f loods, landslides and riverbank
erosion and other natural ha zards. Danger
areas should be classif ied as low, moderately
or highly susceptible.
ٓ[Ǔɏɟ ɬځǊňȌžǓȌƶȜɏȇňɬǓȜȌȜȌžňȌƸƐɏɟɆȜɬ ɟɟʂŴǊ
as areas prone to landslides, sinkholes, f lash
f loods and other related ha zards.
ٓèǊƐ1Ǔɟňɟ ɬƐɏÕǓɟǯÕƐžʂŴ ɬǓȜȌňȌž
Management (DRRM) or any disas ter-related
plans and of f ices of the local
government unit s in the areas where
you operate.

DATA ON THE ORG ANIZ ATION
ٓ An assessment of your organization’s
s treng ths, weaknesses, oppor tunities
and threat s (SWOT matrix), organizational
s truc ture, func tions and an inventor y of
resources (f inancial and material); and,
ٓ)ǵǓƐȌɬɆɏȜƶ ǓǵƐٕǓȌŴǵʂžǓȌƸɬǊƐǓɏǵȜŴňɬǓȜȌٛ
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Step 1: Risk assessment
Conducting a risk assessment is the first step toward disaster resiliency and business
continuity. The outputs from this step will serve as the foundation in DRRM and
business continuity planning.
WHY PERFORM
A RISK
A SSESSMENT ?
1. To identify, estimate and rank
risks
2. To identify adequate and
successful DRRM measures
3. To establish indicators
to measure changes in
vulnerability.
4. To provide disaster specific
information that can be
integrated in planning.

This process “involves the analysis of
hazards, vulnerabilities and capacities
of your organization, clients and areas
where you operate. In doing this, you
will also be able to determine the
nature and extent of risks by analyzing
potential hazards and evaluating
existing conditions of vulnerability
that together could potentially harm
exposed people, property, services,
livelihood and the environment on
which you depend on.”1
In addition, this process includes a
“review of the technical characteristics
of hazards such as their location,
intensity, frequency and probability, the

WHAT TO LOOK
INTO IN RISK
A SSESSMENT
1. Past patterns of hazards and
present threats on the areas of
operation (hazard)

FAC TORS THAT
WILL PUT THE MFIS
AND BR ANCHES AT
RISK:
ٓȜŴňɬǓȜȌȜƶɬǊƐȜƶˋŴƐ
ٓèʬɆƐȜƶŬʂǓǵžǓȌƸȇňɬƐɏǓňǵɟ

2. Understanding of
vulnerabilities (vulnerability)

ٓňŴǯȜƶǓȌƶȜɏȇňɬǓȜȌȜȌ
preparedness

3. Available resources that
youcan use to reduce risk

ٓĖƐňǯȜɏƸňȌǓʹňɬǓȜȌňǵɟɬɏʂŴɬʂɏƐ
(or lack of unity during
emergency situations)

(capacity)

analysis of exposure and vulnerability
including
the
physical,
social,
health, economic and environmental
dimensions, and the evaluation of
the effectiveness of prevailing and
alternative coping capacities in respect
to likely risk scenarios.”2
People within an organization usually
have different perceptions of risks
resulting from their experiences and
lessons from previous disasters. It is
therefore crucial to arrive at a common
and collective understanding in order
to develop an appropriate response
toward risks.

In Risk Assessment, you are looking
into three things: hazards, vulnerability
and capacity.

Republic Act 10121 or the Philippine Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management Act

1

2
Republic Act 10121 or the Philippine Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management
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Hazard assessment
To ensure that services and operations
are not disrupted by disasters, MFIs
need to study the nature and behavior
of different hazards in their areas of
operation. This is done by considering
the force, warning signs and signals,
forewarning, speed of onset, frequency,
seasonality and duration of previous
and present hazards.
In doing hazard assessment, you will
have a picture of the disaster history in
your areas of operation, what disasters
have been experienced in the past as
well as the threats that you may not be
aware of as a result of climate change.
In hazard assessment, you need to
consider the following 3:
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Vulnerability assessment
For MFIs, vulnerability assessment is a participatory process to
determine what elements are at risk per hazard type, and to analyze
why these elements can be damaged. The following questions should
be looked into in vulnerability assessment4 :
ٓĖǊȜňɏƐňɬɏǓɟǯȜɏŴňȌǓȌŴʂɏžňȇňƸƐȜɏǵȜɟɟٜ
ٓĖǊňɬȜɬǊƐɏƐǵƐȇƐȌɬɟňɏƐňɬɏǓɟǯٜ
ٓ ĖǊňɬ žňȇňƸƐ Ȝɏ ǵȜɟɟ ŴňȌ ɬǊƐ [pɟ Ȝɏ ƐǵƐȇƐȌɬ ňɬ ɏǓɟǯ ɟʂƶƶƐɏ Ȝɏ
incur (i.e. physical damage, deaths, injuries, disruption of business,
ƐȌʟǓɏȜȌȇƐȌɬňǵǓȇɆňŴɬٕȌƐƐžƶȜɏƐȇƐɏƸƐȌŴʬɏƐɟɆȜȌɟƐٰٜ
ٓĖǊʬɬǊƐ[pɟٕɬǊƐǓɏŬɏňȌŴǊƐɟňȌžȜɬǊƐɏƐǵƐȇƐȌɬɟňɬځɏǓɟǯŴňȌɟʂƶƶƐɏ
žňȇňƸƐȜɏǵȜɟɟٜ

ٓɆňɏɬǓŴʂǵňɏǊňʹňɏžɬǊňɬȇňʬɏƐɟʂǵɬǓȌ
secondary hazards (i.e. typhoons can
cause floods and landslides);
ٓpȌɬƐȌɟǓɬǓƐɟȜƶǊňʹňɏžɟٯǓٛƐٛƐňɏɬǊɋʂňǯƐ
and typhoons);
ٓhňʹňɏžɟȜɏɬǊɏƐňɬɟʣǊǓŴǊɬǊƐ[pǊňɟ
not experienced yet; and,
ٓ hňʹňɏž ňɟɟƐɟɟȇƐȌɬ ɏƐɟʂǵɬɟ ɬǊňɬ ŴňȌ
be used for designing risk reduction
measures such as Early Warning
System (EWS) and other information,
education, and communication (IEC)
materials that MFIs can use.

ocre
©Oik

SKI
nd A
dit a

Adopted from the Basic Instructor’s
Guide on Community-Based Disaster Risk
Reduction and Management

3

4

Ibid
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Capacity assessment
The different mechanisms adopted by
MFIs and their branches in order to cope
with hazards and respond to disasters
should also be identified and studied.
Capacities involve knowledge, skills,
attitudes, resources, organizations
and institutions, practices and values.
Capacity assessment answers the
following question 5 :
ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐƐʫǓɟɬǓȌƸŴȜɆǓȌƸɟɬɏňɬƐƸǓƐɟ
ňȌžȇƐŴǊňȌǓɟȇɟžʂɏǓȌƸɬǓȇƐȜƶŴɏǓɟǓɟٜ
ٓ hȜʣ Ǌňɟ ɬǊƐ [p ɟʂɏʟǓʟƐž ňȌž
ɏƐɟɆȜȌžƐžɬȜžǓɟňɟɬƐɏɟǓȌɬǊƐɆňɟɬٜ
ٓ ĖǊňɬ ňɏƐ ɬǊƐ ɏƐɟȜʂɏŴƐɟٕ ɟɬɏƐȌƸɬǊɟ
and practices that can be used for
disaster preparedness, mitigation and
ɆɏƐʟƐȌɬǓȜȌٜ

Risk assessment
tools
There are different tools for undertaking
Risk Assessment. It is highly suggested
that you use all the tools to generate
a comprehensive understanding and
data of the hazards, vulnerabilities and
capacities of your organizations, clients
and areas of operation. Information
that you will generate using all the
tools will be useful in developing your
DRRM and business continuity plans.

©Oikocredit and ASKI

The following tools are recommended
for MFIs Risk Assessment tools:
ٓ1ǓɟňɟɬƐɏɬǓȇƐǵǓȌƐ
ٓhňʹňɏžňȌžɏƐɟȜʂɏŴƐȇňɆɆǓȌƸ
ٓhňʹňɏžňɟɟƐɟɟȇƐȌɬȇňɬɏǓʫ
ٓÞƐňɟȜȌňǵŴňǵƐȌžňɏ
ٓ?ǵƐȇƐȌɬɟځňɬځɏǓɟǯٛ

5

Ibid

AThe Risk Assessment tools are adopted
from the Basic Instructor’s Guide on
Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction
and Management and contextualized for the
MFI use.

6
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Risk Assessment Tool 1:
Disaster Timeline
Key Objectives:

Output:

(a) to recollect and learn
from significant disasters
that occurred in your areas of
operation and,
(b) to identify the impacts and
lessons from previous disasters.

ٓǓɟɬȜƶžǓɟňɟɬƐɏƐʟƐȌɬɟǓȌňɏƐňɟ
of operation
Materials needed:
ٓňȌǓǵňɆňɆƐɏȜɏˌǓɆŴǊňɏɬ
ٓňɏǯǓȌƸɆƐȌɟ

Template 1: Disaster timeline

Month/Year

Disaster

Process:
ٓ1ǓɟŴʂɟɟɆňɟɬňȌžɏƐŴƐȌɬ
significant disasters that hit
your areas of operation using
Template 1 as a guide. Start
from the most recent down to
the most dated disaster you can
recall.

(Adopted and reconstructed from the JICA BIG Module)
Intensity/
strength

Effects
Lessons Learned
On the operation

On the clients

Head Office flooded

September 2015

Typhoon
Koppu

Strong winds

2 branch offices
damaged

2,050 clients
affected

50 staff were
stranded

Houses of 90% of
clients in Branch X

Head Office stopped
operation for 2 days

300 clients loss of
capital

2 branches resumed
operation after 3 days

Flood-related
diseases incidence
reported

PAR increased by 10%;
P2.5M loss of capital
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Risk Assessment Tool 2:
Hazard and Resource Mapping
Key Objectives:

Output:
ٓ
ēǓɟʂňǵǓȇňƸƐɟǊȜʣǓȌƸ
local perceptions of areas or
people. It provides a picture of
risk and hazards, facilities and
resources that are within the
areas of operation.

to (a) identify the most
vulnerable areas where you
operate and, (b) identify
available resources that you can
use in disaster risk reduction
and management. Some of the
questions that you will find
useful in this tool are:

Materials needed:

ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐǊňʹňɏžɟɬǊňɬɆʂɬ
ʬȜʂɏňɏƐňɟȜƶȜɆƐɏňɬǓȜȌňɬɏǓɟǯٜ

ٓňȌǓǵňɆňɆƐɏȜɏˌǓɆŴǊňɏɬ
ٓňɏǯǓȌƸɆƐȌɟ

ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐɆǵňŴƐɟ١ňɏƐňɟǓȌ
ʬȜʂɏȜɆƐɏňɬǓȜȌɬǊňɬňɏƐňɬɏǓɟǯٜ

ٓĖǊȜǊňʟƐňŴŴƐɟɟňȌžŴȜȌɬɏȜǵ
ȜʟƐɏɬǊƐňʟňǓǵňŬǵƐɏƐɟȜʂɏŴƐɟٜ

Image 1: Sample of Hazard & Resource Map

	
  

ٓȇȜȌƸʬȜʂɏŬɏňȌŴǊƐɟňȌž
clients, who have the least
resources needing special
assistance in times of
ƐȇƐɏƸƐȌŴʬٜ
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Planning and Mapping of Village Council and
Tribal Elders of Barangay Palale in General
Tinio, Nueva Ecija

ٓöɟǓȌƸɬǊƐǊňʹňɏžȇňɆɟƶɏȜȇ
government-mandated agencies,
draw a spot map of your area
where your offices are located.
The map should include
landmarks, critical facilities and
resources.
ٓpžƐȌɬǓƶʬɬǊƐǵȜʣٕȇƐžǓʂȇňȌž
high-risk areas and the specific
hazards these are exposed
to (i.e. flood, landslide and
earthquake).
ٓÏʂɬňǵƐƸƐȌžȜȌɬǊƐȇňɆ
for easy recognition of the
significant marks and drawings
you have placed.

ٓĖǊňɬňȇȜȌƸʬȜʂɏŴɏǓɬǓŴňǵ
facilities, infrastructure or
organizational resources are in
žňȌƸƐɏٜĖǊʬňɏƐɬǊƐɟƐňɬɏǓɟǯٜ
ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐɏƐɟȜʂɏŴƐɟɬǊňɬ
can be found in your areas of
operation that you can use in
ɬǓȇƐɟȜƶƐȇƐɏƸƐȌŴʬٜ

Process:

©Oikocredit and ASKI
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Risk Assessment Tool 3:
Seasonal Calendar
Key Objectives:

Output:

Process:

to learn about the hazards,
disasters, events and other
related activities of your
organization and branches
throughout the annual cycle.

ٓ)ǊňɏɬɟǊȜʣǓȌƸɆňɏɬǓŴǓɆňɬǓȜȌȜƶ
the community and clients in the
social, economic and political
life in the areas of operation.

ٓĖǓɬǊǓȌɬǊƐƸɏȜʂɆٕžǓɟŴʂɟɟɬǊƐ
following questions and plot out
the answers using Template 2
below:
ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐžǓƶƶƐɏƐȌɬɟƐňɟȜȌɟ
ǓȌňʬƐňɏٜ

Materials needed:

ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐǊňʹňɏžɟ١žǓɟňɟɬƐɏɟ
that occur in your areas of
ȜɆƐɏňɬǓȜȌٜĖǊƐȌžȜɬǊƐʬʂɟʂňǵǵʬ
ɬňǯƐɆǵňŴƐٜ

ٓňȌǓǵňɆňɆƐɏٕȇňɏǯǓȌƸɆƐȌɟ

Template 2: Seasonal Calendar
Adopted and reconstructed from the Basic Instructor’s Guide on
Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction and Management)
Situation/
activities

J

F

M

A

Activities of the MFIs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
Regular occurrence of hazards/disaster events
1.
2.
3.
4.

M

J

J

A

ٓĖǊňɬňɏƐɬǊƐňŴɬǓʟǓɬǓƐɟȜƶʬȜʂɏ
ȜɏƸňȌǓʹňɬǓȜȌňȌžʬȜʂɏŬɏňȌŴǊƐɟٜ
In what months are they usually
ǊƐǵžٜ

S

O

N

D
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Risk Assessment Tool 4:
Elements at Risk
Key Objectives:

Output:

to assess how many of your
clients are at risk.

Process:

ٓǓɟɬȜƶňɏƐňɟňȌžȜɬǊƐɏ
elements in the areas of
operation that are at risk to
disasters

ٓ)ȜȇɆǵƐɬƐèƐȇɆǵňɬƐʂɟǓȌƸɬǊƐ
criteria developed during the
Hazard and Resource Mapping
for each hazard prioritized
during the Hazard Assessment
Matrix activity.

Materials needed:
ٓňȌǓǵňɆňɆƐɏٕȇňɏǯǓȌƸɆƐȌɟ

Template 3: Elements at risk
Name of Areas of
Operation/Branch
High

Hazard 1

Hazard 2

Hazard 3

(Example: Flood)

(Example: Earthquake)

(Example: Landslide)

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

High

Bulacan Branch
Cabanatuan Branch
Pangasinan Branch
Baler Branch

TOTAL
(Adopted and reconstructed from the Basic Instructor’s Guide on Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction and Management)

Medium

Low
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Table 2: Summary of Risk Assessment Tools and data that can be generated from these
Table 2 serves as a guide in summarizing the hazards, vulnerabilities and capacities that will help in DRRM-BC Planning:

Risk
Assessment
Tools

Disaster
timeline

Hazard and
resource
mapping

Seasonal
calendar

What can the Risk Assessment tools generate?
Objective
Hazard
ٓèȜǯȌȜʣɬǊƐ
significant disaster
events that occurs in
the areas of operation;
and,
ٓèȜǓžƐȌɬǓƶʬɬǊƐ
impacts and lessons
learned from the
disaster
ٓèȜǓžƐȌɬǓƶʬɆǵňŴƐɟǓȌ
areas of operation at
risk to specific hazards;
and,
ٓèȜǓžƐȌɬǓƶʬɏƐɟȜʂɏŴƐɟ
available that could be
used in DRRM.
ٓèȜǵƐňɏȌňŬȜʂɬ
hazards, disasters,
weather, seasonal
events and other
relevant activities
throughout the annual
cycle.
ٓèȜňɟɟƐɟɟǊȜʣȇňȌʬ
clients within the areas
of operation are at risk
from different hazards.

Frequency of
hazard

Capacity

Vulnerability

Stakeholders
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Part 2
DRRM planning
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What are the
contents of a DRRM
Plan?
HA Z ARD
INFOR M ATION
ORG A NIZ AT ION A L
PROFILE

DE SCRIP TION OF THRE ATS AND
POTENTIAL IMPAC TS IN CRITIC AL
ARE A S OF THE ORG ANIZ ATION

S TR ATEGIE S FOR THE FOLLOWING:
Structure and functions (before, during, and after)
Warning system
Communication protocol
Evacuation criteria and procedures
Emergency criteria and procedures

OBJEC TIVE S

Emergency transport system
Back-up medical emergencies
Internal and external emergency security
Resource mobilization and emergency fiscal administration
Establishment and management of emergency operation center
Internal and external DRR policies and regulations

©
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Step 2: Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management planning7
Disaster can disrupt operations and as such, a plan on disaster management is an
important component of the MFI’s overall risk management strategy and framework.
Below are practical steps in developing your MFI's Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management (DRRM) Plan.

Visioning

A C R I T IC A L FIR S T S T EP IN DR R M PL A NNIN G IS IDEN T IF Y ING T HE S TAT E OF DR R M T H AT YO U IN T END TO ACHIE V E IN YO UR O PER AT IO N
( V ISI O N) A S W ELL A S T HE S T EP S YO U NEED TO TA K E TO R E ACH T HIS S TAT E (DR R M PL A N). MFIS A R E ENCO UR AG ED TO UNDER TA K E T HIS IN A
PA R T IC IPATORY M A NNER W HER E TOP M A N AG E MEN T, S TA FF, B USINE S S UNIT S , A ND C LIEN T S A R E R EPR E SEN T ED.

PROCESS
OBJEC TIVE:
to illustrate the vision of your
organization in relation to the
risks it faces.

ٓ 1ɏňʣňɆǓŴɬʂɏƐȜƶʬȜʂɏňɏƐňȜƶȜɆƐɏňɬǓȜȌٛpȌžȜǓȌƸɬǊǓɟٕŴȜȌɟǓžƐɏ
the following questions:
ٓ ĖǊňɬžȜʬȜʂɬǊǓȌǯňɏƐɬǊƐŴǊňɏňŴɬƐɏǓɟɬǓŴɟȜƶňɏƐɟǓǵǓƐȌɬňȌž
žƐʟƐǵȜɆƐž[pٜ
ٓ ĖǊňɬžȜʬȜʂɬǊǓȌǯǓɟɬǊƐɏȜǵƐȜƶɬǊƐžǓƶƶƐɏƐȌɬɟɬňǯƐǊȜǵžƐɏɟǓȌ
ňŴǊǓƐʟǓȌƸňɏƐɟǓǵǓƐȌɬňȌžžƐʟƐǵȜɆƐžȜɏƸňȌǓʹňɬǓȜȌٜ
ٓ ¦ȌŴƐŴȜȇɆǵƐɬƐžٕžǓɟŴʂɟɟňȌžɆɏƐɟƐȌɬɬǊƐʟǓɟǓȜȌňȇȜȌƸɬǊƐ
group.

Sample DRRM Vision
ٓ Minimize the number of decisions that must be made
during and immediately after a major disruption;

procedures, programs or systems during the recovery
process; and,

ٓ Minimize dependence on any specific person or group
of people in the recovery process;

ٓ Minimize the adverse impact of lost information while
recognizing that the loss of some transactions is
inevitable.

ٓ Minimize the need to develop, test and de-bug new

The DRRM Planning process is adopted from the JICA-NDRRMC
Basic Instructors Guide and contextualized for MFIs use.

7
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Planning

N OW T H AT YO U H AV E V ISUA LIZED A ND DE V ELOPED YO UR O RG A NIZ AT IO N ’S DR R M V ISIO N ,
YO U A R E NOW R E A DY TO PRO CEED TO DR R M PL A NNING .
FO R S T EP 3, YO U NEED TO G O B ACK TO T HE R E SULT S OF S T EP 1: R ISK A S SE S S MEN T FO R YO UR DR R M PL A N TO A DDR E S S T HE
V ULNER A B ILIT IE S IDEN T IFIED A ND TO U T ILIZE T HE C A PAC I T IE S IN A DDR E S S ING SU C H . IN T ER V EN T IO NS TO A DDR E S S T HE RO OT C AUSE S O F
YO UR V ULNER A B ILIT IE S SH O ULD A L S O B E IDEN T IFIED A ND PL A NNED FO R . A S A N MFI , YOU NEED TO COLLEC T I V ELY R EFLEC T ON W H Y T HE SE
V ULNER A B ILIT IE S E X IS T. W H AT A R E T HEIR C AUSE S ?

PROCESS
ٓ Divide the number of vulnerabilities by the number of hazards that you identified.
ٓ Assign each group to plan on particular vulnerabilities identified by completing Template

Template 4: Disaster Risk Reduction and Management (DRRM) Planning
Contribution and roles to arrive
at the solutions
Local
government
unit

Branches

Organization

Solutions to
address the
vulnerabilities

Employees

Vulnerabilities

Timeframe
Indicators
Committee/
(When
(proof that
can the
Resources
Persons
solutions
solutions be needed Responsible
have been
undertaken?)
addressed)

Floods

Robbery/theft
Diseases
Others
(Adopted and reconstructed from the Basic Instructor’s Guide on Community-Based Disaster Risk Reduction and Management)
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Organizing the DRRM Committee
A strong and institutionalized body is needed to implement the DRRM plan and
strategies. As each country has its own national government disaster risk reduction
and management framework, it is thus recommended to align the committees to
the existing structure in your country or regional context.

In the case of the Philippines, Republic Act (RA) 10121 or the Philippine Disaster
Risk Reduction and Management (PDRRM) Law provides a comprehensive and
proactive approach to DRRM. The different phases of DRRM have been organized
into four thematic areas: disaster prevention/mitigation, preparedness,
response and recovery/rehabilitation. An agency with corresponding roles and
responsibilities is assigned for each thematic area. From the national down to
the barangay level, the same framework is followed to ensure that efforts are
harmonized and functions clearly delineated.
Below is the sample structure. As your organization would need to engage
other stakeholders (i.e. local government unit, government agencies) that
follow the same structure, you are encouraged to adopt a similar structure for
your organization or make changes depending on your needs and context. The
structure underscores how the tasks are organized as well as the accountability
and responsibility of each committee.
DRRM is a systematic approach to reduce risks and vulnerabilities. To be able to
concretize this, the different thematic areas of DRRM should be reflected in the
plan. The following provides what each thematic area intends to address:

Prevention/mitigation
ٓ Reduce vulnerability and
exposure of MFIs to all hazards.
ٓ Enhance the capacities of MFIs to
reduce their own risks and cope
with the impacts of all hazards

Preparedness
ٓ Increase the MFI’s awareness of
the threats and impacts of all
hazards.
ٓ Equip MFIs with necessary skills
to cope with negative impacts of
disaster.

ٓ Increase the capacity of
institutions.
ٓ Develop and implement
comprehensive preparedness
policies, plans and systems.
ٓ Strengthen partnership among all
key players and stakeholders.

Response
ٓ Decrease the number of
preventable deaths.
ٓ Provide for the basic subsistence
needs of affected population.
ٓ Restore immediately basic social
services.

Recovery/rehabilitation
ٓ Decrease the number of
preventable deaths.
ٓ Provide for the basic subsistence
needs of affected population.
ٓ Restore immediately basic social
services.
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Figure 2 shows that there are various sub-committees
in the Emergency Response cluster. In the context of
business continuity during crises, this cluster will be mainly
responsible for responding to the disaster. MFIs can be
flexible in adopting this structure: the Emergency Response

structure can be based on the same number of staff of
the organization and the corresponding staff capacity in
providing response during emergency situations. Figure 3
provides a sample structure from an MFI in Vietnam.

Figure 2:
Disaster Risk Reduction and
Management Structure (Philippines)

Damage
Assessment

Recovery and
Rehabilitation

Health

Evacuation Center
Management

Supplies and
Logistics

Emergency Response

Security

Relief Distribution

Rescue

Preparedness

Transportation

Communication

Monitoring and
Warning

Prevention/
Mitigation

PROCESS
For the workshop on the DRRM structure, divide the participants into four groups, one for each
thematic area (Prevention/Mitigation, Preparedness, Response and Recovery/Rehabilitation). Each
group will think of its roles and responsibilities in relation to its thematic area. For the group
handling Emergency Response, have the members of the other three areas (i.e. Prevention/Mitigation,
Preparedness, and Recovery/Rehabilitation) help in identifying the roles and responsibilities of each
sub-committee under Emergency Response (refer to Figure 2).
Write the results of the discussion in Templates 5 and 6 below. For the communication structure, see
sample below from an MFI in Vietnam.
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Board of Directors

Figure 3:
Functional Structure of Tinh Thuong
Microfinance Institution (Vietnam)

Disaster Operation
Team

HR Dept

AD Dept

Research
and
Community
Dept

Branch

Branch

Branch

Financial
Dept

Audit Dept

Branch

Branch

Branch
Operations

Board of Directors
Disaster Operation
Team
Branch

Warning

Figure 4::
Communication Structure and
Operation Flow Chart of Tinh Thuong
Microfinance Institution (Vietnam)

Communication
and Information

Evacuation

Security

Transportation

Medical

DOT
(Disaster Operation Team)
Branch
Clients

Branch’s Staffs

Centers and Clients

Clients
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Template 5: Roles and Responsibilities of the Committee Sub-Committees (with sample)

Thematic Area

Prevention/Mitigation

Head/Members

Head Members

Preparedness

Head Members

Response

Head Members

Recovery/Rehabilitation Head Members

Roles and responsibilities
ٓ

Conduct a survey, investigation and risk assessment on a regular basis
(or ideally after every disaster DRRM-BC Plans need to be updated).

ٓ

Initiate disaster preventive activities in cooperation with agencies and
partners concerned.

ٓ

Establish connection with related authorities at local, district and
provincial level and share disaster information among each other.

ٓ

Undertake disaster preparedness trainings and drills.

ٓ

Disseminate information on the impending disaster to branches.

ٓ

Coordinate with the local rescue groups/professionals for the
evacuation of staff and clients.

ٓ

Prepare list of disaster victims for the use of the operating teams during
rehabilitations period.

ٓ

Undertake emergency relief assistance to victims/evacuees.

ٓ

Provide first aid assistance to victims.

Template 6: Roles and Responsibilities of the Sub-Committees in Emergency Response (Tinh Thuong Microfinance Institution)
Sub-Committee

Head/Members

Roles and responsibilities
Monitoring, data collection, analysis and interpretation

Example:
Monitoring and warning Head Members

ٓ

Develop warning system and criteria.

ٓ

Establish linkages and good working relationships with the government
warning authorities

ٓ

Maintain coordination with the communication task unit

ٓ

Collect warning information from our government,

ٓ

Access the level of typhoon

ٓ

Transfer warning information.

ٓ

Disseminate warning information to branches and ensure
implementation of communication protocols

Existing Support Resources:
ٓ

Information from relevant government agencies

ٓ

A system of organization from the HO to the branches, centers and
clients.
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Head/Members
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Roles and responsibilities
Functional Structure

Example:
Communication

Head Members

ٓ

Transfer/communicate warning information

ٓ

Disseminte notices, guides and decisions from DOT to staff and clients

Existing Support Resources
ٓ

LAN line (local area network)

ٓ

Fixed landlines in each branch and other transaction centers/points (i.e.
ATM or mobile payment/collection centers)

ٓ

Directory of staff and clients

ٓ

Relationship with the local communication organization

Function:

Example:
Security and Evacuation Head Members
Procedures

ٓ

Develop evacuation plan and ensure that each branch develops
evacuation plans and procedures specific to its area

ٓ

Responsible for the evacuation of threatened person/persons or
potential victims identified by the Block Service Team, from the danger
zone to the safer areas.

ٓ

Coordinate with the local disaster authorities for evacuation and relief
assistance when needed.

ٓ

Responsible for the safekeeping and protection of critical MFI properties
and investments.

ٓ

Ensure that evacuation site and temporary holding areas are based on
the selection criteria for safe evacuation centres.

ٓ

Protect persons and properties in vacated areas and areas of operations

Evacuation route: Each branch will have an evacuation route.
Evacuation Plan Matrix: Each branch will have selection criteria for safe
evacuation center in order to save lives and minimize loss.
Existing Support Resources
ٓ

Two cars from Head Office

ٓ

Relationship and contact list of transporter
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Business continuity
is the strategic and
tactical capability of the
organization to plan for
and respond to incidents
and business disruptions
in order to continue
business operations at an
acceptable pre-defined
level (ISO 22301). The
difference between
strategic and tactical
elements in business
continuity in the context of
disasters is shown below:

Strategic
STR ATEGIC
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In ensuring business continuity, the
following key questions must be
answered:
ٓ Which critical functions/departments in your
ȜɏƸňȌǓʹňɬǓȜȌŴňȌŬƐňƶƶƐŴɬƐžŬʬɬǊƐžǓɟňɟɬƐɏٜ
ٓ Which services in your organization should
ɏƐɟʂȇƐʣǓɬǊǓȌȜȌƐʣƐƐǯڒɟɬǓȇƐٜĖǊǓŴǊ
ɟƐɏʟǓŴƐɟňɏƐŴɏǓɬǓŴňǵٜ
ٓ What strategies can be adopted by your
organization to continue the work/resume
ŴɏǓɬǓŴňǵɟƐɏʟǓŴƐɟٜ
ٓ How much loss can your organization afford
to absorb if it becomes non-operational for a
ʣƐƐǯ١ɬʣȜʣƐƐǯɟ١ňȇȜȌɬǊٜ

POLIC Y
ROAD M AP
DOING THE RIGHT
THING
LONGEST PERIOD
BROAD

Tactical
PROCESSES/
PROCEDURES
VEHICLE
DOING THINGS
RIGHT
SHORTEST PERIOD

3 reasons why business
continuity is important:
1. Management process that helps manage the
risk to the smooth running of an organization
or delivery of a service, ensuring that it can
operate to the extent required in the event of
a disruption or crisis
2. As a system, BCMS actively engages
organizations to establish, implement,
operate, monitor, review, maintain and
improve resiliency
3. Improves capability for an effective response
that safeguards the interests of key
stakeholders, reputation, brand and value
creating activities

NARROW
©Oikocredit and ASKI
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There are many scenarios that can affect your business continuity such as
terrorism, power outage, pandemic, data center failure, criminal acts and acts of
nature (or disasters). In this guidebook, the focus of business continuity planning
(BCP) is on crises resulting from disasters. A crisis or a disaster is a context that is
beyond your organization’s normal business operations. A crisis can harm people,
disrupt your operations, damage assets and cause loss of reputation, costumer/
public support and finances.
The goal of the BCP therefore is to address the impact of crisis and disaster
on your business operations. The previous steps you carried out such as Risk
Assessment is vital given that the BCP will serve as your organization’s recovery
plan.
It is important that all departments or units be involved in developing the BCP,
particularly the following:

Board of directors - for issuing policies such as the creation of a DRRM committee
and DRRM reserve fund
Department of Finance - for financial projections
Human Resources - for personnel deployment
Operations/Credit - for resumption of services
IT - for protection and keeping the system going.

For big MFIs and cooperatives, a BCP for each branch is suggested if the hazards
and risks vary from branch to branch.
To effectively and systematically carry out the BCP, a framework for Business
Continuity Management has been developed and is being followed by different
organizations worldwide. The framework below lays down the critical steps that
you will have to undertake in BCP.
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Figure 5:
Business Continuity Management
Framework

10 Step Guide
1.

DETER MINE BCP PURPOSE, SCOPE, AND TE A M

2.

PRIORITIZED AC TIVITIES AND RECOVERY TIME OBJEC TIVE

3.

WHAT DO YOU NEED TO RESUME KE Y AC TIVITIES?

4.

RISK A SSESSMENT - KNOW YOUR DISA STER SCENARIOS

5.

DO NOT FORGET PRE-DISA STER PROTEC TION MITIGATION

6.

EMERGENC Y RESPONSE TO DISA STER

7.

BC STR ATEGIES TO E ARLY RESUMPTION

8.

BE FINANCIALLY PREPARED

9.

E XERCISE M AKES YOUR PL AN FUNC TIONAL

10.

ONGOING RE VIEW AND IMPROVEMENT

Plan

Do

Check
Act
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Step 3: Determining the BCP purpose,
scope and team
After developing your organization’s DRRM plan, you are now ready to plan for
business continuity. Similar to the DRRM planning exercise, the most basic and initial
step in BCP is to identify the following: What is the purpose of your organization’s
$)ÏٜĖǊňɬɟǊňǵǵŬƐŴȜʟƐɏƐžŬʬʬȜʂɏ$)ÏٜĖǊȜɟǊňǵǵŬƐɬǊƐɆƐɏɟȜȌɟǓȌʟȜǵʟƐžٜ
With representatives from different
units of your organization, discuss
and collectively agree on the purpose,
scope and team of your BCP. As much as
possible, all departments and branches
of your organization should be covered
by the BCP to ensure that all units will
continue operating after a crisis or
disaster. MFIs are also encouraged to
make the different stakeholders in the
organization part of the BCP team to
ensure that everyone has a role to play.
Template 7 will be helpful for this step.

Template 7: BCP Framework (with sample)
BCP Purpose
ٓ
Protect People

To protect people (staff and client, partner
and visitor) and our business operation
from disasters and accidents. Besides, BCP
contributes to recovering with local community
from disasters

Protect Business
Activities
Recover with local
community
BCP Scope
Departments to
introduce BCP

ٓ

All departments in head office and branches

BCP Leader and team
BCP Leader
BCP Team Members

ٓ

General Director

ٓ

Heads and Deputy Heads of Departments in the
Head Office, and 4 Directors in the branches
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Step 4: Prioritized activities and recovery
time objectives8
For Step 4, you will need to do the following: (1) prioritize activities (PA) for your
business continuity and, (2) determine what you need to resume key activities of
your operation.
The first process in identifying your PA
and the time needed to recover from
disasters is to assess the impact of
disasters on your operation, using the
Business Impact Assessment (BIA).
In doing BIA, you would need to do the
following:
(1) List down departments/units/
branches in your organization that are
handling specific products/services.

(2) Determine the external and internal
impacts of potentials hazards on your
business operation. External impacts
refer to those that might affect
costumers, users and society at large
if the departments/units/branches will
stop functioning as a result of disasters
(APEC 2013: 7). Internal impacts refer
to how disasters can seriously reduce
your company’s revenue over time
(APEC 2013: 7).

In determining the degree of external
and internal impacts, you may use
the following rating scales: L (large),
M (medium) and S (small), as shown in
Template 8.

Template 8: Impact Level Comparison Chart (with sample)
Impact levels
Product/services
External impact

Internal impact

Individual lending

ٓ

L:M:S

ٓ

L:M:S

Consumption loans

ٓ

L:M:S

ٓ

L:M:S

Construction loans

ٓ

L:M:S

ٓ

L:M:S

MSE loans

ٓ

L:M:S

ٓ

L:M:S

Insurance loans

ٓ

L:M:S

ٓ

L:M:S

Others
Adopted and reconstructed from APEC BCP
Guidebook 2013
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Once the impact level has been
determined, you should know the
timeline of the impact of the disruption.
How soon a disruption in certain
departments/units/branches will be
ňŴŴƐɆɬňŬǵƐɬȜʬȜʂɏȜɏƸňȌǓʹňɬǓȜȌٜpȌ$)Ïٕ

this period is referred to as Maximum
Tolerable Period of Disruption (MTPD).
Using the template below, list down
the
departments/units/branches
identified above. Determine the
period by which each department/

49

unit/branch has to resume operations.
In the Recovery Time Objective (RTO)
column, write down when or what
period of time you will need to restore
service delivery to a key costumer.

Template 9: Maximum Tolerable Period of Disruption (with sample)
Department Handling
Each Product /
Service

Time When Impact becomes unacceptable MTPD
Loan Evaluation

Loan Approval

Loan Disbursement

Collections

Recovery Time
Objective (RTO

Business Loans

5 days

5days

5days

7 days

3 days

Consumption Loans

5 days

5days

5days

7 days

3 days

Construction Loans

5 days

5days

5days

7 days

3 days

(Source: TYM BC Plan)

Now that you have assessed the internal and external impacts of disasters on different departments/units/branches in
your organization as well as determined the Recovery Time Objective of your organization’s key activities, the next step is
to identify your organization’s Prioritized Activities and Recovery time objective (RTO) using the template below:

Template 10: Prioritized Activities and RTOs
Prioritized activity(ies)
Recovery time objective(s) RTO
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Step 5: Defining what you need to resume
key activities
Your BCP’s Prioritized Activities will require internal Template 11 below will
and external resources. When a disaster disrupts your help you to identify the
operation, resources should be available to ensure resources needed:
business continuity. Now that you have identified the
Prioritized Activities and RTO, you need to determine (1) internal resources (usually under
your organization’s control)
what you need to resume key activities.

(2) essential services (provided by
public entities and usually not under
your organization’s control), and
(3) business partners (suppliers and
costumers).

Template 11: Necessary resources for prioritized activities (with sample)
Necessary resources for prioritized activities

ٓBuilding

A safe place to operate (for
accountants, disbursement
and collection. The place
needs to be the nearest
place or place which was not
destroyed by the hazard.

ٓEquipment/
machinery

Calculator, motorbike, cash
register, printer, copy machine

ٓInventory

Documents: contract, invoice

ٓPeople

Staff, Accountant, Branch
Manager

ٓIT System

Computer, 3G USB

ٓFund

Computer, 3G USB

ٓOther

Money to operate for 1-2
months without income

Types of resources
ٓElectricity
Essential Social Services

Contents

Contents
General, line, fuel

ٓGas
ٓE ssential Social
Services

Each branch needs to have 3
big bottles of fresh water

ٓPhone/
communication

Phone and other
communication equipment (i.e.
satellite phones and radios
among others)

ٓTraffic/Roads
ٓOther

Supplies

Internal resources

Types of resources

ٓDirect supplier
ٓ2nd, 3rd Supplier
ٓCostumer

Banks
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Step 6: Knowing disaster scenarios
Step 6 is similar to Step 1: listing the various risks and hazards that may threaten
and disrupt your operation. From the list, you will have to analyze, assess, evaluate
and then determine which specific risk you will have to prioritize in your BCP. Table 4
provides the criteria for rating the various risks to your operation.
Rank

Likelihood

Impact
Disastrous, severe damage

High

Likely

Middle

Moderately likely

Low

Unlikely

threatening the company
Medium level damage
affecting operations
Insignificant damage
Minor injuries
Table 3
Risk – Livelihood/Impact scoring
Scale

Template 12 is used to
determine, evaluate and
prioritize the risks. Start by
listing down the risks in the
leftmost column, then, using
the scales in Table 3, determine
the risks’ potential impacts and
likelihood. After completing the
first three columns, the last
column is used to rank and
prioritize the risks.

AF TER COMPLE TING TEMPL ATE 12 , PROCEED
TO TEMPL ATE 13 AND PROVIDE THE
APPROPRIATE INFOR M ATION REQUIRED.
SEPAR ATE FOR MS SHOULD BE M ADE FOR
E ACH HA Z ARD A S THE DA M AGE DEPENDS
ON HOW V ULNER ABLE YOUR ARE A S OF
OPER ATIONS ARE FOR CERTAIN RISK S.

Template 12: Risk Impact and Likelihood Comparison Chart (sample)
Risk

Impact

Likelihood

Priority

Earthquake

H

M

1

Flood

M

H

2
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Template 13: Resource Damage Estimate Sheet (sample)
Risk

Flood

Assumed Recovery Period

Essential Social Services

Internal Resources

Damage

Day

Building

Break: door, windows, and roofs

7 days

Equipment/

Damage: chains, tables,

30 days

Inventory

Failure: document

3 days

Internal

Staff: Ill, accident, could not go

3 days

IT System

Break: computers, LAN, data loss

10 days

Fund

Lost money

Other

Wet and loss value

Electricity

Cut of electricity

3ds

Gas

Cannot use

30 days

Water

Pollution

15 days

Phone/

Cut off

10 days

Traffic/Roads

Impassable

8 days

Direct supplier

Cannot be contacted Cannot

30 days

2nd, 3rd supplier

Cannot be contacted

20 days

Costumer

Inaccessible

10 days

Supplies

Other

1mo

Necessary resources

1wk

Day (shown by graph)
3

Assumed damage

Measures
needed
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Step 7: Do not forget Pre-Disaster
Protection and Mitigation
This step involves the protection (prevention) or mitigation of the damage caused
by a disaster so that Prioritized Activities can be resumed quickly in time with your
RTO. Using Template 14, supply the following: (1) resources that require measures be
taken; (2) objectives of those measures; (3) what measures to take; (4) specific plans
for taking those measures; (5) implementation deadlines; and (6) the department in
charge of implementation.
Template 14: Protection and Mitigation Measures for Key Resources (with sample)
Implementation deadlines
Resources Objectives

What to do

Your Plan
Im

m

e

a
di

l
te

y

1
in
h
t
r
i
W yea

Department in
to
d g
i
charge
M on m
L r
Te

Keep
Make an evacuation
Provide instructions on
Personnel personnel
plan and disseminate to
evacuation safety
safe
employees;

General affairs
department

Check earthquake-resistCheck earthquake
ance of the building in
resistance of buildings which the headquarters/
branches are located

General affairs
department

Make building
earthquake resistant

Make the headquarters/
branch buildings
earthquake resistant

General affairs
department

Install restraints to
prevent equipment
from falling over

Fix machine tools to the
floor

Building
Administration

Buildings

Protect/
mitigate
damage to
building

Facilities

Protect/
mitigate
damage to
facilities

Systems

Protect/
mitigate
damage to
buildings

Set-up power
generators that can
be used in case
electricity lines are
down

Put servers at
headquarters in a
server rack

Information
system
department
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Step 8: Emergency response to disaster
When a disaster affects your organization, you have to stabilize the situation by
eliminating danger and protecting your people, assets and business operations.
First priority is to protect and rescue people. Then, to eliminate threats and secure
safety, protect assets, and prevent further damage and secondary disasters. In Step
8, you will have to establish specific actions and plans for emergency situations.
More specifically, there are three things you have to collectively discuss within
your organization: (1) evacuation and rescue; (2) setting up an emergency operation
center; and, (3) ensuring safety of employees and clients.

Evacuation and Rescue
Template 15: Evacuation and rescue plan
Office

Head Office/ Branches

Evacuation site (meeting place)

School and gymnasium

Leader

Leader of Disaster Team and Branch Director

Person in charge of rescue and medical care

Leader of Disaster Team

Hospital
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Setting up an Emergency Operation Center
Template 16: Emergency operation center
Roles

Department/name

Telephone number

Leaders

Members

(including deputies)
Analysis and planning
Information function
Site operation function (stabilization, rescue and
medical care, confirmation of employee safety,
sanitation, logistics)
Mobilization
thresholds
Order of priority
Meeting place
(including
alternate
locations)

Workplace

Address

Telephone
number

1
2
3

Confirmation of employee safety
Template 17: Emergency contact list

Department

Name

Telephone number

Email address

Safety status
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Template 18: External contact list

External Partners

Materials and parts
suppliers

Logistics services
Providers

Equipment maintenance
Co.

Costumers

Financial institutions

Public agencies, local
government offices

Essential service
providers

Name

Telephone No.

Email address

Status
(complete when an
incident occurs)
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Template 19: Storage List for Disasters (with sample)
External Partners
Food/water

Living supplies

Medical supplies

Tools

Support for getting
people home

Information gathering,
communication
Other

Name

Telephone No.

Drinking water

3 liters/person for 3 days

Emergency food

3 day supply/person

Sanitation supplies (tissues, wet tissues,
toilet paper, etc.)

3 days

Utensils

Necessary numbers for people

Portable toilets

3 days

Plastic bags, tape

Equal to the number of people

Blankets, sleeping bags

Equal to the number of people

Portable gas and stoves

3 days

Pots and kettles

3 each

Pocket warmers

3 day supply/person

Oil heaters, oil

Fuels for 3 days

First and kits

Equal to the number of people

Folding stretcher

3

Tools (crow bar, pliers, hammer, shovel,
cloth tape, stepladder)

3 each

Helmet and gloves

Equal to the number of people

Plastic sheets, tarps

24 sheets (10m x 10m)

Garbage cans, buckets

5 each per floor

Raincoats

Equal to the number of people

Maps

Equal to the number of people

Radios, dry batteries

3 each

Cellphone chargers

3 units per each model

Loudspeakers

3 units

Generators, generator fuel

2 units of fuel for 3 days
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Once the
situation has been
stabilized and safety
has been secured,
the damage to the MFI
should be surveyed
immediately. Template
20 can be used for
this purpose.
Template 20: Damage Survey Form (with sample)
Surveyed location
Employee injuries

Damage to buildings

Damage to assets

Injured employees

Names:

Appearance

Severe/medium/slight/none

Inside

Severe/Medium/slight/none

Safe entity

Yes/No

Equipment

Damaged equipment/number of items

Communication equipment

Damaged equipment/number of items

IT apparatus

Damaged equipment/number of items

Fixtures and fitting

Damaged items/number of items

Vehicles

Damaged vehicles/number of items

Electricity

Available/Not Available
Available/Not Available

Damage to essential
services

Neighboring situations

Water

Available/Not Available

Landline phone service

Available/Not Available

Mobile phone service

Available/Not Available

Internet

Available/Not Available

Fire

Available/Not Available

Other

Business continuity
Visitors

Disrupted/Not Disrupted

Others

Injured people
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Step 9: BC strategies to early resumption
Once emergency measures have been identified, the next step is to determine
specific strategies for resuming operations following the event. Use Templates 21
and 22 for this purpose.

Template 21: Continuity Strategy Summary (with sample)

Continuity Strategy Summary
Priority

Strategy Outline

Activities to Resume

Key Resources
(bottleneck resources)

Necessary External
Partners

Strategy 1: resume at the damaged/affected site

Assess damage to office
and roads going to and
from the office before
advising personnel to
report

1.
Evaluate the damage
of disaster to all activities,
financial statement, building,
equipment, electricity, IT
systems

Disaster Operation
Team

2.
Check if IT system is
working: Computer, connect
equipment, all database and
repair

IT staff, back up
data

3.
Check if electrical
system is working and ask to
repair if needed
4.
Check for functionality
of Centers and repair if
needed
5.
Check for any
damages to building and
equipment and do all
necessary repairs

Personnel,
relationship with
local government.
The Staff work on
occupation as a
constructor. Finance

IT equipment
Supplier,
Electrical supplier
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Continuity Strategy Summary
Priority

Strategy Outline

Activities to Resume

Key Resources
(bottleneck resources)

Necessary External
Partners

Strategy 2: Resume at an alternate site
1.
Find out a new,
accessible and safe place to
resume activity
2.
Check for passable
road system and traffic flow
Prepare and set up all
necessary equipment
and gather all required
personnel at the new site

3.

Prepare building

4.

Prepare all data

5.

Prepare IT system

6.
Be sure to have
enough necessary
equipment,
7.

Documents

8.

Electrical

9.
Inform clients about
the changing.

Finance, Personnel,
Good Relationship
with local
government.
Personnel
IT staff, accountant
IT staff
Finance, personnel
Personnel,
relationship with
local government.

Strategy 3: Resume using alternate methods
Example
Start up using older
methods, using spare
(old) equipment
Strategy: Other

Local government,
VWU,
Electricity,
Supplier,
Clients
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Template 22: BC Strategy Planning Sheet (with sample)
Prioritized Activity

Categories

Strategy Outline
To be done by when

Resources

What’s to be done/
needed

Building

Workable building

Repair roof,
windows, doors,
walls of the building

Administration
Department

Repair, buy new
equipment/ machinery
Minimize cost

Repair damaged
equipment if
possible to reduce
expense. Replace
with new equipment
if necessary

Administration
Department

Equipment/
Machinery

Details of measures

Mid to
Long-Term

Department in
charge

Internal Resources

Stock

People

IT System

Others

Help people can
recover from the
disaster, settle down
and resume work

Resolve the problem
with IT system.
Recovery data, use
back up data.

Check for safe
accommodation and
provide support if
necessary (money,
food, life-saving
devices like oxygen
tanks medical
equipment and kits)

HR and Training
Department

Arrange for some
new staff to help in
case some current
staffs cannot come
back to work
IT guide need to be
check all everything
in IT system, repair
something.
Have a provisional
plan to make
system work as
soon as possible

Administration
Department
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Resources
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Strategy Outline
What’s to be done/
needed

To be done by when
Details of measures

Electricity/
Gas/

Essential Social Services

Water

Mid to
Long-Term

Department in
charge
Administration
Department
Administration
Department

Contact with local
government and
suppliers to repair and
provide

Research and
Communication
Department
Administration
Department

Phone/

Research and
Communication
Department
Contact local
government and
suppliers to repair and
resume service

Traffic/
Roads

Contact with local
government and
suppliers to repair
roads

Administration
Department

External Partners

Others

Suppliers

Check supplier's
preparedness level to
respond to disasters.
Arrange for an
alternative supplier if
needed

Contact with
supplier. Set up
a list of other
suppliers. Set up
relationship with
them.

Costumer

Help customers
recover from the
disaster and settle
down

Visit customers and
assess damage.
Mobilize resources
to help. Provide
emergency loan or
debt rescheduling

Others

Research and
Communication
Department
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Step 10: Be financially prepared
It is critical that financial preparedness be part of the
MFI’s risk management strategy. For Step 10, consider
the financial condition of your organization in relation
to emergencies and disaster that may occur. The primary
question is: Can you survive financially if your operation
ǓɟžǓɟɏʂɆɬƐžƶȜɏňŴƐɏɬňǓȌɆƐɏǓȜžȜƶɬǓȇƐٜ

USE TEMPL ATE S 2 3
AND 27 TO A SSE SS.

In Step 10, it is important to:
Project by how much revenue can decrease due to business disruption
Estimate how much the recovery costs will be to resume business operations
Recognize how much ordinary expenditure will be incurred during disruption
Calculate the level of funds needed to fulfill the shortage.

Check your available funds
Template 23: Available Funds
Type

Amount

Other

Cash and Deposits
Insurance
Available Funds (A)

Fire/Flood/Earthquake
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Estimate recovery costs
Template 24: Recovery Costs
Recovery

Amount

Other

Building
Equipment and machinery
Fixtures and fittings
Inventory
Total Recovery Costs (B)

Summarize ordinary expenditures
Template 25: Ordinary Expenditures
Ordinary Expenditure
Payroll
Purchased supplies
Rent
Others
Total Ordinary Expenditures (C)

Amount

Other
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Assess cash flow status
Template 26: Financial Status Sheet
Available Funds (A)
Recovery Costs (B)
Ordinary Expenditures (C)
Balance (=A-B-C)

Financial measures
Template 27: Financial Measures (sample)
Financial measures
Borrow from bank
Disaster loan
Disaster relief fund / reserves

Amount

Detail
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Part 4
Testing and
implementing
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The DRRM and BC Plans are an investment in the
future of your business and should be proactively
approached rather than left as an afterthought.
Each organization’s recovery plan will be unique.
But it is important that prevention, mitigation and
preparedness plans be tested and implemented.
©Oikocredit and ASKI

The
steps to
achieve at this level include
line-of-business (LOB) analysis of mission-critical
data, creation of DR and business continuity
policy, the formulation and execution of a strategic
implementation plan. This chapter will guide you in
implementing and testing out your DRRM-BC Plan.
©Oikocredit and ASKI

Step 11: Test run to make
your plan functional
©Oikocredit and ASKI

©Oikocredit and ASKI

Now that you have developed your company’s DRRM and
BC Plans, it is imperative that you give these a test run
to assess and check appropriateness and see what areas
need improvement. The plans are run against possible
scenarios using tools such as the PCDA (Plan-Check-DoAct). The purpose of the tests is to validate plans, to
gauge how well the staff knows their BC plans and to
identify changes and alternatives before the plans are
carried out.
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Based on the plans you developed, you
can choose which part of the plans to
be tested and exercised. Nevertheless,
it is suggested that all sections of both
the DRRM and BC plans be checked
against a disaster scenario. Use
Template 28 in scheduling the testing.
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Template 28: Exercise Plan
Type of
exercise

Aim

Target group

(Adopted and reconstructed from APEC BCP Guidebook 2013)

Date of
exercise

Post review
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A drill is one of the
effective means
of testing plans. In
conducting drills,
the emphasis should
be on checking
the structure,
communication
protocol and recovery
strategies against
a disaster scenario.
Below are suggested
procedures, to be
done in sequence.

Organize the Drill Team
The first step in testing your plan is to form a
drill team. The composition of the team depends
on which business unit or branches you want
to conduct a drill on. The drill team should be
composed of the following:
Drill director
Station heads
Actors
Observers and evaluators
First aider
Media partner
Documenter (videographer and photographer)
Logistics

5

Assign documenters
(written and video/photo) in
each station

Things

to remember in
conducting the drills

4

Assign observers and
evaluators in each section

©Oikocredit and ASKI

1 Drill should be based on

worst-case scenario

2

Conduct ocular visit on
the drill area/s

3

Conduct table-top
exercises
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Organize participants
in the drill

The next step is to organize and
determine the participants of
the drill. Again, the participants
depend on which business
unit and branches you want to
test. In any case, the following
are some of the suggested
participants of the drill:

Conduct the actual
drill
In conducting the drill, it is
important that:

ٓ1ÕÕ1$)
STRUCTURE OF THE
ORGANIZATION
ٓ$Õ)h?Þ
ٓ)p?èÞ

Identify who should be involved
in the drill for each cluster of
participants.

Prepare materials
for the drill
Materials needed in conducting
the drill include the following:
signs and signages, megaphones,
two-way radios, venue where
evaluation will be conducted and
food for the participants.

Conduct drill
orientation and
coordination

Hold a meeting among the
members of the DRRM and BC
teams to identify the important
parts in the plan that should be
put to test in the drill.

Develop a drill
scenario
The drill team should develop
a drill scenario. In doing this,
prepare the following:

ٓ

Drill participants be in the
drill venue on time.

ٓ

Final briefing is conducted
before the actual drill.

ٓ

A monitoring board is
prepared to record progress
of the drill.

Conduct an evaluation
of the drill

ٓ

The team follows the script
strictly.

ٓ

During the drill, the following
are available: standby first
aid responders, emergency
kits and vehicles for possible
real life scenarios that may
occur.

It is imperative that you conduct
an assessment to evaluate
the process. In the evaluation,
ensure that each sector involved
in the drill is represented.
Based on the results of the
assessment, you need to
develop an action plan on how
to improve the plan.

©Oikocredit and ASKI
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Part 5
Monitoring and
reviewing
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Step 12: On-going review and
improvement
In the event that any disaster does occur, it is important that a team in the organization
monitors how the plans are executed so as to identify further improvements to help
the organization become more efficient in dealing with calamities. General plans
can be made more specific and adapted to the different situations in the branches
of MFIs.
Investing time, effort and resources
on the DRRM and BC plans can pay off
in terms of reducing damage to lives
and property. Partner organizations
should communicate the contingency
and business continuity plans to all
personnel and regularly refine, review
and adapt these to changes that take
place over time.
Template 29 below can be used in
monitoring and reviewing your DRRM
and BC plans:

The final stage in the roadmap to disaster resiliency
is monitoring and reviewing the DRRM and BC Plans.
Before doing it, you should ask the following questions9:
Are DRRM and BC activities which have been decided and planned effectively
done?
Are there any tasks and areas for improvement?
Are there any changes in internal and external circumstances which need to be
considered?

Template 29 - Review forms

Step

Items to Review
and Check

Related forms

Currently effective

Changes in
Business
Environment

(Adopted and reconstructed from APEC BCP Guidebook 2013)
9

APEC 2013

Issues to review
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It is crucial that you periodically review and check process the
plans. In monitoring and reviewing the plans, representatives
from different business units should be involved.

In addition, top management should also conduct a
Management Review at least once a year to ensure that the
PDCA cycle is working (APEC 2013). In performing the said
review, use Template 30.

Template 30 - Management Review Sheet
Check and review items

Persons in charge

(Adopted and reconstructed from APEC BCP Guidebook 2013)
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Due date

Top management

3
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4

5

6

7

9

10
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After the DRRM-BC Plan is developed, it is important to roll-out and disseminate these to the rest of the staff and clients, so they are
mindful of the plan as well. This can be done by carrying out an orientation with your staff.

ROLL OUT

77

It is critical to post the evacuation plan as well as key emergency measures of the DRRM-BC Plan in strategic parts all branches.

INFORM E VERYONE
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8

RE VISE AND UPDATE

After testing the DRRM-BC Plan, make sure to assess and revise it accordingly. It is also important to remember that every six months there
is a need to check supplies to be sure that nothing has expired, spoiled, or changed. Also, there is a need to check the expiration date of fire
extinguisher, update contact addresses and telephone numbers of the emergency list every six months, and back-up files every week.

PR AC TICE M AKES PERFEC T

Rehearsals and drills are important to improve the DRRM-BC Plan and familiarize people with the process as well. Remember to practice your earthquake,
fire escape or other disaster plans. Rehearse your communications protocol and test your business systems and equipment.

DETERMINE WHAT SUITS THE MFI
The Guidebook provides templates as guides. Modify these to suit your MFI’s context and needs.

WORK WITH OTHER STAKEHOLDERS

The MFI should not plan on its own. Coordination with local government agencies and local officials is important to complement government plans and to avail of resources
from these agencies. Remember, DRRM is everyone’s responsibility.

C APITALISE ON THE KNOWLEDGE OF THE LOC AL RESOURCE PERSONS

Use the knowledge of traditional and non-traditional village leaders for hazard mapping. They can help recall major disasters that happened in the past.

TAKE AN ALL HA Z ARDS APPROACH

The planning process should take an all hazards approach given that the MFI is at risk not from just one hazard. It is important to consider many different threats and hazards and the likelihood these
will occur. A good hazards risk assessment is a key to a good DRRM-BC Plan.

ORGANISE A TE A M

Planning for preparedness and resiliency is a team effort and should be done by a team. It is essential to get the buy-in of the whole institution to achieve the set goals. Ensure that the Team Leader is from
the senior management level so he/she can act as champion of disaster preparedness and business continuity and influence the MFI and the Board of Directors. It is also crucial to include persons-with-disability (PWD) in the team to make the plans inclusive and responsive to their vulnerabilities and capacities.

DRRM-BC PL AN SHOULD INFORM MFI’S PL AN

2

Ten tips in
developing your
DRRM-BCP plans

76

1

A good DRRM-BCP plan is an essential foundation of the MFI plan. It should be anchored on the Vision, Mission, and Goal of the organization. It is important that the DRRM-BCP be part of the MFI’s risk management
framework and not treated as a separate plan in itself.
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Glossary of disaster-related terms
ٓ Adaptation - the adjustment of natural or human systems to moderate harm or exploit beneficial opportunities in
actual or expected climatic stimuli or their effects
ٓ Capacity - a combination of all strengths and resources available within a community, society or organization that can
reduce the level of risk or effects of a disaster
ٓ Climate Change - change in global or regional weather patterns that last for an extended period of time, either decades
or longer, whether natural or resulting from human activity
ٓ Contingency Planning - a management process that (a) analyzes specific potential events or emerging situations that
might threaten society or the environment and (b) establishes arrangements in advance to enable timely, effective and
appropriate responses to such events and situations.
ٓ Disaster - a serious disruption of the functioning of a community or a society involving widespread human, material,
economic or environmental losses and impacts, which exceeds its ability to cope using its own resources.
ٓ Disaster mitigation - refers to measures that lessen or limit the adverse impacts of hazards and related disasters.
Mitigation measures include engineering techniques and hazard-resistant construction as well as improved
environmental policies and public awareness.
ٓ Disaster preparedness - the knowledge and capacities developed by governments, professional response and recovery
organizations, communities and individuals to effectively anticipate, respond to and recover from the impacts likely,
imminent or current hazard event or conditions. Preparedness action is carried out within the context of disaster risk
reduction and management and aims to build the capacities needed to efficiently manage all types of emergencies
and achieve orderly transition from response to sustained recovery. Preparedness is based on a sound analysis of
equipment and supplies, the development of arrangements for coordination, evaluation and public information, and
associated training and field exercises. These must be supported by formal institutional, legal and budgetary capacity.
ٓ Disaster prevention - the outright avoidance of adverse impacts of hazards and related disasters. It expresses the
concept and intention to completely avoid potential adverse impacts of hazards and related disasters through action
taken in advance such as construction of dams or embankments that eliminate flood risks, land-use regulations that
do not permit any settlement in high-risk zones, and seismic engineering designs that ensure survival and function of
a critical building in the event of an earthquake.
ٓ Disaster response - the provision of emergency services and public assistance during or immediately after a disaster
in order to save lives, reduce health impacts, ensure public safety and meet the basic subsistence needs of the people
affected. Disaster response is predominantly focused on immediate and short-term needs and is sometimes called
“disaster relief.”
ٓ Disaster risk - the potential losses of lives, health status, livelihood, assets and services which could occur to a
particular community or a society over some specified time period, as a result of a disaster.
ٓ Disaster risk reduction - the concept and practice of reducing risks through systematic efforts to analyze and manage
the causal factors of disasters including reduced exposures to hazards, lessened vulnerability of people and property,
wise management of land and the environment and improved preparedness for adverse events.
ٓ Disaster risk reduction and management - the systematic process of using administrative directives, organizational
and operational skills and capacities to implement strategies and policies, and improve coping capacities in order to
lessen the adverse impacts of hazards and the possibility of disaster.
ٓ Early warning system - the set of capacities needed to generate and disseminate timely and meaningful warning
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information to enable individuals, communities and organizations threatened by a hazard to prepare and to act
appropriately and in sufficient time to reduce the possibility of harm or loss.
ٓ Emergency - an unforeseen or sudden occurrence, especially danger, which demands immediate attention.
ٓ Mitigation - structural and non-structural measures undertaken to (a) limit the adverse impacts of natural
hazards, environmental degradation and technological hazards and, (b) ensure ability of at-risk communities to
address vulnerabilities aimed at minimizing the impact of disasters. Such measures include, but are not limited to,
hazard-resistant construction and engineering works, the formulation and implementation of plans, programs, projects
and activities, awareness-raising, knowledge management, policies on land-use and resource management, as well as
the enforcement of comprehensive land-use planning, building and safety standards, and legislation.
ٓ Partner - an organization that has an active loan and/or investment agreement with Oikocredit. These partners can
be microfinance institutions, cooperatives, small and medium enterprises (SMEs) or other types of social enterprises.
Oikocredit partners are selected according to strong ethical criteria: the positive impact on the community, the
involvement of women in management and or implementation; no harmful environmental implications; financial
sustainability and suitable management.
ٓ Resilience - the ability of a system, community or society exposed to a hazard to resist, absorb and recover from its
effects in a timely and efficient manner, including the preservation and restoration of its basic structures and essential
functions.
ٓ Response - any concerted effort by two or more agencies, public or private, to provide assistance or intervention
during or immediately after a disaster to (a) meet the life preservation and basic material needs of people affected
and, (b) restore essential public activities and facilities.
ٓ Risk - the probability of an event and its negative consequences.
ٓ Vulnerability - the characteristics and circumstances of a community system or asset that make it susceptible to the
damaging effects of a hazard.
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About Alalay Sa Kaunlaran Incorporated
(ASKI)
ASKI the organization was born in October 1986 in the year of the EDSA People Power Revolution when social issues like
poverty and unemployment were widely felt. A group of business leaders in Nueva Ecija, out of Christian zeal and compassion,
joined hands to think of a positive response to the issues and help deliver an economic turnaround - micro-enterprise.
It was officially registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) on March 23, 1987 as a non-stock, non-profit
organization committed to the promotion and development of micro and small-to-medium enterprises and the delivery of
social services. It formally launched operations on July 1, 1987.
From a small playing field in Cabanatuan City, ASKI has branched out into other provinces in Central Luzon and adjacent
Regions I and II. From a handful of savings and loan services, ASKI’s lines have diversified into a capital build-up and other
cooperating arrangements. It attributes its success to a values-oriented philosophy on entrepreneurial lending, believing
that no Return on Equity can be realized without an informed, responsible and conscientious clientele.
ASKI’s loan portfolio is complemented by support services like values training, social preparation, community organizing,
institution building and financial management. ASKI today goes on, inspired by the confidence that the strength of any
country lies in a strong middle class that can only come about by putting into the hands of the micro entrepreneur what
he needs to become a macro.

About Oikocredit
Oikocredit is a worldwide cooperative and financial institution that promotes sustainable development by providing loans,
capital and capacity building through microfinance institutions, cooperatives, fair trade organizations and small to medium
enterprises (SMEs). As a social investor, Oikocredit’s work is guided by the principle of empowering people to improve their
livelihoods. Oikocredit is primarily financed through the investments of individuals and organizations. Oikocredit offers a
positive triple return to its investors: social, environmental and financial.
Oikocredit has taken a “plus” approach to its development financing. Access to capacity building and technical assistance
has become as important as credit for many of the Oikocredit’s partner- organizations and target groups. Each regional
office has a dedicated staff member that identifies and monitors capacity building projects in the area. The capacity
building projects are often collaborations between Oikocredit and other funders.
Oikocredit has its environmental policy, applying this to its own operations and partners. One principle in the policy is
Oikocredit’s recognition of its responsibility to offer some form of relief to its project partners after a disaster, as well
as providing sustainable and long-term assistance. Oikocredit has a role and should be able to contribute towards the
disaster victims’ efforts to rebuild their lives and for organizations to return to effective operations after having been
struck by calamity. In such cases, Oikocredit may provide calamity loans and restructure loans, if needed. It has also
provided capacity building support to partners by providing disaster preparedness and business continuity training and
mentoring workshops to partner-organizations.
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